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	This book describes the factory planning process with its manifold practical characteristics. Previous planning approaches only emanate from the product model. Future plannings need to allow for dissimilarity of an individual factory more strongly, i.e., the factory will feature even more individual characteristics according to its position in the value-added chain. With the methodology presented in the book new factory types can be realized according to the respective requirements. The described methodology has been developed by the authors. Being an extendible concept, it is very useful for the permanent excess planning, rescheduling and replanning of factories.
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Principles of LasersSpringer, 2010

	This new Fifth Edition of Principles of Lasers incorporates corrections to the previous edition. The text’s essential mission remains the same: to provide a wide-ranging yet unified description of laser behavior, physics, technology, and current applications. Dr. Svelto emphasizes the physical rather than the mathematical...
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Applied C# in Financial Markets (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is designed to help experienced programmers into the C# language.
It covers all the relevant concepts of C# from a finance viewpoint.

In the preparation of this book a small standalone futures and options
trading application was written to cover all of the sections of C# that are
relevant to finance and the code...
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Ecdysone: Structures and FunctionsSpringer, 2009
Ecdysone is the steroidal prohormone of the major insect moulting hormone 20-hydroxyecdysone. It groups with its homologues the steroidal molting hormones in arthropods, but they also occur in other phyla where they can play different roles. Besides ecdysteroids appear in many plants mostly as protection agents (toxins or antifeedants) against...
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Professional Guide to Signs and Symptoms (Professional Guide Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Thoroughly updated for the Fifth Edition, this comprehensive manual covers over 550 signs and symptoms. More than 300 of the most important signs and symptoms are organized alphabetically; each entry includes a description, emergency interventions (where appropriate), history and physical examination, causes, special considerations,...
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Aesthetic Surgery of the Abdominal WallSpringer, 2005

	We have come a long way since the days when abdominal wall contouring was p- formed by simple dermolipectomies, with no attention to diastasis correction and muscular reinforcement, and little regard for the final aesthetic result. Nowadays, an abdominoplasty may be indicated for even the most demanding of patients. Details such as placement...
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Computer Science: An Overview (11th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This book presents an introductory survey of computer science. It explores the
	breadth of the subject while including enough depth to convey an honest appreciation
	for the topics involved.


	Computer Science: An Overview uses broad coverage and clear exposition to present a complete picture of the dynamic computer...
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